
August 7: Tisha B'av

August 8: Morasha
Mania arrives 

August 9: Gim/Got
NYC Bash 

August 10: Trip Day

August 11: Morasha
Talent Show

August 12: Shabbos
Nachamu
Preshabbos Ruach

August 13: Make
your own Pizza!

 

Fim/Fot Road Trip
Departs
 

      Ilanot Wilderness    
      Trip

Week at a
glance...

This past week was filled with competition, fun, excitement and concluded
with meaningful Tisha Bav programming.
Sunday, we enjoyed seeing our parents, siblings and even some pets!
Morasha families loved spending time with their campers and participated
in camp activities. We were sad to say goodbye to our visitors but excited
about the week ahead! The festivies began for Superbowl Monday and Bunk
Wars right away with football competitions and Minute to Win It! Monday,
the boys competed in a campus-wide football tournament while girls
campus competed in Bunk Wars and Machzor Bet Color War. 
Tuesday night, the Ilanot and Machzor Bet participated in night intercamps
and enjoyed spending time with their friends from Seneca, Nesher, Mesorah
and Lavi. Wednesday, Machzor Aleph spent the day earning "money" to bid
in the Bunk Bids auction later that evening. Meanwhile, Machzor Bet tested
their limits at Fear Factor and were challenged to complete in a variety of
activities and events.
This week the Nitzi & Younger Shtili Girls got to show off their talent as they
performed step routines at the annual “Camp Morasha Step Off”. Campers
came dressed up and ready to perform their routine in Studio 4. Campers
have worked hard and practiced their step routine for weeks.
Congratulations to G11 and on their victory! 
On Thursday, Morasha set the tone for Tisha B'av with the Nine Days Show:
"In Every Generation." This production was a reminder of Jewish persecution
and hardships we face in every generation, including our own from within.
Campers debriefed with their Chinuch Heads after viewing the show, and
reflected on their experience.
Wishing everyone a restful shabbos and hope everyone has an easy and
meaningful fast!

Camp Morasha

Shalhevet

Week 6 was Super...

Shabbos August 6, 2022 / Parshat Devarim
Shabbat Chazon

Parsha Thoughts...Gavi Katz (B12)
The Pasuk teaches us that “you should not show favoritism in judgment...” Rashi explains that this Pasuk
is speaking to judges, saying they must treat small and great alike. Small and great can either be
referring to small and great amounts of money, or it can be referring to people of either small or great
importance. Whether the court case is about a small amount of money 
or a great amount of money, or whether it involves people of (seemingly) lesser importance or greater
importance, you must treat the case, and the people, equally.
Rabbi Heber says that this lesson can be applied to everyday life as well, teaching us to treat even
small amounts of money as valuable and to treat even people of (seemingly) little importance with
dignity. Once, the Chafetz Chaim wanted to write something down so his students brought him a piece
of paper. The Chafetz Chaim was concerned that the owner had not given permission to use his paper
and therefore the piece of paper was stolen. Because of this, the Chofetz Chaim refused to write on the
paper until he gave the owner a few cents to pay for it. Those around him asked, “ the owner won’t
really mind if you just take one piece of paper, why be concerned and not use it right away?” the
Chafetz Chaim answered that even if only a few cents were stolen, that Averia could create an angel
with the destructive power strong enough to turn over all the walls of the city! We just finished the three
weeks and during the three weeks, we relect on how we treat our friends and whether we are doing our
best to bring Mashiach closer to us. In the same manner, we should also be aware of how we treat our
friends’ money. Do we use things that do not belong to us without permission, thinking that the owner
doesn’t mind anyway? Are we careful when we borrow an item to make sure it does not get damaged?
is week, let us all think about treating the money of our friends with care and more importantly, our
friends themselves. And with this, we will be able to build the third Beit Hamikdash!



Camp Morasha

Shalhevet

Spotlight on new Senior
Staff... Avital HodRoving

Reporter
What is your hidden talent... Q: What do you during the year? 

Q: Why did you decide to come to Camp Morsasha this
summer?

Q: How do you create your barre classes?

Q: What is your flurry order?

Q: What was your favorite event this summer?

Q: What is something people do not know about you?

A: I just completed nursing school and passed my nursing
boards 

A: PB and rainbow sprinkles (obviously out of camp) 

A: Joey Newcomb concert

A: I took barre classes in the city when I was in college and had
to continue on my own during COVID. I create classes that work
on core and strength as a part of the fitness program in camp. 

A: I was here as a camper and counselor and it was always my
dream to come back. It is unclear in the Hod household who
Morasha wanted more for this summer-but we will leave it at a
tie.

A:  I ran a half marathon and didn’t stop to walk  

Shabbos August 7,2021 / Parshat Devarim
Shabbat Chazon

Equestrian...Arabella Kushner
(G8)
Playing the violin....Sophie
Weinrib (G8)

Guitar...Bea Dauber (G18)

Dance...Grace Berkowitz (G13)

Chug a water bottle in less
than 30 seconds...Akiva Yudin
(B2)

Cooking...Aaron Fuchs (B7)

Sewing...Maya Martin (G8)

Ceramics...Gavi Bransdofer (B7)

Acting...Allie Zisholtz (G8)

Woodshop...Jonah Rosman
(B7)

Playing the card game
"Spit"...Max Jacoby (B7)

Q: Describe all your jobs in camp and what you enjoy the
most:
A: I teach shiur, teach barre classes as part of the fitness program, and
organize activities for speciality staff. I love that I am involved in so
many different aspects of camp and have the oppurunity to see every
camper from day camp through Yachad. The speciality staff friday
night dinner is fun and where I get to see all of the frontline speciality
staff. One of my first years on staff, I was a part of speciality staff, and
I remember needing someone to be there for me and happy to be
supportive to them. 



Superbowl Sunday/Bunk Wars



Bunk Bids/Fear Factor



Last Week's answers:

Brain Teasers

Can you solve them all?
answers in next week's Shalhevet

Through and through Too big to fail Long time no see Fat Chance Down to earth Repeat after me Long Over Due




